
  

  Lake Sumter Community  College
                          MAC 1105/10102-College Algebra   
                                     (3 semester credit hour, Fall of 2008 )

                              Instructor: Susan Sun Nunamaker

                                         ACADEMIC CALENDAR

August 25, 2008-Classes begin  for 16 Week Session.

August 26, 2008-Last day to add a course.

September 1, 2008-Labor Day weekend-College Closed.

September 2, 2008-Last day to drop a course.

November 3, 2008-Last day to withdraw.

November 26(4:30P.M.)-30, 2008-Thanksgiving Holiday-College Closed.

December 5, 2008-Last day of classes.

December 11, 2008-Final Exam day for this course/class, @ 8:00-9:55A.M.  .

December 12, 2008-Term Ends.

December 17, 2008-Grades available via LOIS.

*More registration information may be obtained at: 

http://www.lscc.edu/calendar/INSIDE%20FRONT%20COVER%20Calendar%2008-09.pdf
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MAC1105/10102
                                         MAC 1105- College Algebra

                     Lake Sumter Community College-South Lake, Fall of 2008   
                    TR (9:30-10:50 A.M.), BLDG2-304,  CRN#:10102, 3 Cr. Hrs.      

******************************************************************************                                 
Instructor:  Susan Sun Nunamaker       Phone: (312) 671-9340 
Web: www.mathlady.org                      Mail Box: front desk of South Lake Campus
e-mail: susan.nunamaker@gmail.com (prefered); nunamaks@lscc.edu
Available: before or after class or by appointment
******************************************************************************

Course Description:  A rigorous introduction to the math concepts necessary for successful study
of MAC 2233 or MAC 1140, MAC 1105 is primarily a study of functions, graphs, systems of
equations, inequalities, linear functions, quadratic functions, rational functions, absolute value,
radical, exponential and logarithmic functions.  This course does satisfy the Gordon Rule
requirements necessary for meeting the General Education component of the AA degree. 

Prerequisite:  Successful completion (with a grade of C or higher)of MAT 1033 or placement.

Textbook: (Required) College Algebra by Beecher/Penna/Bittinger, 3rd ed., Pearson/Addison
Wesley publishers, 2006. (Optional) Student Solution Manual.

Calculator(s):  Students need his/her own graphing calculator (TI-83 Plus will be used for class
demo) by the end of first week.  TI-83 Plus, TI-83 Silver Edition, and TI-89 Titanium Guidebooks
may be downloaded via www.mathlady.org  Students may not share calculators during exams. 

Attendance:  Attendance will be taken every session.  If a student is absent, he/she  is responsible
for all missed work and for obtaining any supplemental material  given out during lecture.    If a
student wishes to withdraw from this class, it is student's   responsibility to go to the Admissions
Office and withdraw officially;the deadline for withdrawing from this class this semester is 
November 3, 2008.  If a student is late on the day when a quiz or test is given, the student would
only have the remaining allotted time to complete the quiz or test (as do those students who were on
time.)  Instructor reserves the right to withdraw a student for excessive absences.

 Course Objectives:  Upon successful completion of this course, students will be able to:
           1.  Express (in  verbal and written form) relevant mathematics  in complete,
                clear, and accurate sentences.
           2.  Define functions.
           3.  Model a function as a set of ordered pairs, table, equation, or a graph.
           4.  Identify domain and range for a given function using set builder notation,
                interval notation, or a number line graph. 
           5.  Use function notation as a name or as a range element corresponding to
                domain element.
           6.  Identify (x, f(x)) as an ordered pair on the graph of function f. 
           7.  Evaluate a function given a table, graph, equation, or verbal description.
           8.  Model application problems using function notation.
           9.  Find x- and y-intercept given an equation or a graph.
         10.  Sketch a graph of a function manually and on a graphing calculator.
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           11.  Determine the symmetry of a function from its equation or its graph.
           12.  Complete the partial graph of a function knowing its symmetry.
           13.  Determine whether a function is even or odd from its equation or graph.
           14.  Analyze  linear, quadratic, cubic, square  root, cube root, absolute value, 
                   and reciprocal functions.             
           15.  Apply the graphical transformations of horizontal and vertical shifts, 
                  reflections, stretching, and compression of a reference function/graph.
           16.  Compose a new function that describes multiple transformations of a 
                  given/reference function/graph.
           17.  Determine intervals over which a function is increasing, decreasing, or 
                  constant.
           18   Identify the slope as the constant rate of change in any linear function.
           19.  Solve application problems involving linear functions.
           20.  Find the equation of a line that best fits a given set of data.
           21.  Identify the vertex and axis of symmetry of a quadratic function.
           22.  Solve application (include optimization) problems involving quadratic
                  functions.
           23.  Locate horizontal and vertical asymptotes in the reciprocal function.
           24.  Classify basic exponential function as models of either exponential 
                  growth or exponential decay. 
           25.  Determine the effect of a change in the base or the coefficient of an
                  exponential function.
           26.  Estimate the appropriate exponential function that fits given set of data.
           27.  Solve application problems for exponential or logarithmic functions.
           28.  Define  logarithms and identify properties of   logarithms.
           29.  Mathematically or graphically solve equations and inequalities involving
                  families of equations or functions.
           30.  Identify one-to-one functions graphically.
           31.  Find the inverse function of a given function.
           32.  Analyze the relationship between a function and its inverse (e.g. graphs,
                  domains and ranges, composite function, reflection of one another across
                  the line y=x, horizontal line test)
           33.  Recognize that logarithmic and exponential functions are inverses.
           34.  Solve linear and nonlinear systems of equations and inequalities in two
                  variables by: graphing method, substitution method, and elimination 
                  method.
           35.  Solve application problems using systems of equations.
           36.  Demonstrate proficiency in using graphing calculator.
           37.  Distinguish between exact answers and approximations.
           38.  Approximate the solutions to equations and inequalities graphically or
                  mathematically.

Classroom Etiquette:  Classroom behavior which disrupts the learning environment will not be
tolerated.  If a student is disruptive or does not participate in class,  he/she would receive one
warning and may be asked to leave.  Please give yourself  ample time to arrive in class and turn off
your cell phones prior to lecture.

Academic Integrity:  Academic dishonesty will result in a grade of zero for the first offense and
course failure for the second.

Other Policy:  All answers must be in "simplified form", unless otherwise specified. For example, 
all fractions must be reduced.  
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Mutual Expectation:  Your instructor, Susan Sun Nunamaker, will treat you with courtesy and
respect, return your phone calls, emails, and your papers/tests/quizzes within reasonable amount of
time, be prepared for class and provide effective problem-solving techniques, model high standards 
of academic honesty and integrity.  In return, you are expected to treat your instructor and fellow
classmates with courtesy and respect,  be prepared for class (having completed the appropriate
assignments), participate in class, contact your instructor if you have any questions or if you don't
understand something, and display high standards of academic honesty and integrity.

Students with Disabilities: Students who require assistance or special considerations must see/talk
to the instructor and notify the Office for Students with Disabilities (OSD) immediately (first week
of the class).  The OSD Office is located in the Student Services Department on Leesburg Campus. 
To apply for OSD services at Lake Sumter Community College, please call 352-365-3574 to set up
an appointment with an OSD counselor before the term begins.  Additional information about
LSCC's OSD Services can be found at www.lscc.edu and click on Disability Services on the quick
link.

Grading Contract:
Grading Composition                                           Grading Policy
Tests---------------50%                                          90-100----------A
Final---------------25%                                          80-89------------B
Quizzes------------25%                                          70-79-----------C
Total                  100%                                          60-69-----------D
                                                                               < 60-----------F

*Tests are closed book/closed notes.  A graphing calculator (TI-83Plus will be used for class demo)
is used.  Calculators may not be shared by students during tests.  The date of  each  test  will be 
announced one week   in  advance.   There will be no make-up tests given, unless under dire
circumstances (with supporting documentation).  Even then, make-up test can be allowed if and
only if the student had contacted the instructor and obtained permission for make-up test before the
time of the test.  
*Final exam will be comprehensive and will cover the entire course material. This  term,  the final
exam for this class will be on December 11, 2008, 8:00-9:55A.M. There will be no make-up on the
final exam. 
*Short,  unannounced quizzes will be given  frequently. Quizzes cannot  be  made  up.  If   a  quiz  is 
missed, a grade of  zero will  be  assigned.  The  lowest quiz  grade  will be  dropped and the
remaining quizzes will be averaged for the quiz grade at the end of the term.
*Though not part of the grading composition, there will be class works that  are good preparations
for tests and quizzes.
*Home works for the whole semester are listed on the last page of the syllabus.  If  you need
additional assistance, MyMathLab may provide help when you are on your own. You may access
MyMathLab via www.coursecompass.com ( CourseID: nunamaker80833).  You also need an
access code (inside of the new text) in order to get  to use MyMathLab.  If you don't have the new
text and want to use MyMathLab, you may purchase the access code from the book store.
Occasionally, you may not be able to access MyMathLab via www.coursecompass.com, then
please use the following back door:   www.mathxl.com   (with the same log in name and password)
to get to MyMathLab. If you need any technical support  with MyMathLab, please keep in mind
that Pearson Publishing MML Technical Support Hotline (for students) is: 800-677-6337
(M-F, 8:00A.M-8:00P.M.; Sun, 5:00P.M.-Midnight, EST). Good percentage of your test
questions will be very similar to/taken from home work or class work assignments. You are
strongly encouraged to do the home work assignments with or without MyMathLab. 
*Positive class participation, in the form of constructive or creative questions, answers, working on
problems, or being punctual and courteous, is always strongly encouraged.
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Extra credit:  Optional extra credit  opportunities such as  reading list, jeopardy, and various
research topics (pertaining to mathematics or applications   of mathematics ) will be given
throughout the term.  The total of extra credit points for each semester may be up to three points.

                              Tentative Progress For MAC 1105 , Fall of 2008
                                        Instructor: Susan Sun Nunamaker
College Algebra by Beecher/Penna/Bittinger, 3rd ed., Pearson/Addison Wesley publishers, 2006
          
            
            Week                   Date                                       Coverage
               1                  Aug. 25-Aug. 29            Intro, Syllabus, Web, R.1, R.2, R.3
               2                  Sept. 1-Sept. 5               Labor Day Holiday, R.4, R.5, R.6
               3                  Sept. 8-Sept. 12             R.7, 1.1, 1.2, 1.3, 1.4
               4                  Sept. 15-Sept. 19           Rev. Test 1/Jeopardy,  Test 1 
               5                  Sept. 22-Sept. 26           Ret. Test 1, 1.5, 1.6, 1.7
               6                  Sept. 29-Oct. 3              2.1, 2.2, 2.3, 2.4
               7                  Oct. 6-Oct. 10               2.5, 2.6, Rev. Test 2/ Jeopardy
               8                  Oct. 13-Oct. 17             Test 2, Ret. Test 2, 3.3
               9                  Oct. 20-Oct. 24             3.5, 4.1, 4.2, 4.3
             10                  Oct. 27-Oct. 31             4.3, 4.4, 4.5
             11                  Nov. 3-Nov. 7               Rev. Test 3/Jeopardy, Test 3
             12                  Nov. 10-Nov. 14           Ret. Test 3, 5.1, 5.2
             13                  Nov. 17-Nov. 21           Rev. Test 4/Jeopardy
             14                  Nov. 24-Nov. 26           Test 4, Thanksgiving Holiday
             15                  Dec. 1-Dec. 5                Ret. Test 4, Rev. Final Exam
             16                  Dec. 11, 2008                Final Exam Day for MAC 1105

*Jeopardy:  Game for extra credit opportunities
*Final Exam: December 11, 2008, 8:00-9:55A.M. 
*This  schedule is subject to change without  notice.
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                         MAC 1105 Home Work Assignments, Fall of 2008
College Algebra by Beecher/Penna/Bittinger, 3rd ed., Pearson/Addison Wesley publishers, 2006
                                         Instructor: Susan Sun Nunamaker

*R.1:  odd #1-#25
*R.2:  odd #1-#49, all of #87-#92, all of #103-#108
*R.3:  odd #1-#29
*R.4:  odd #1-#119, odd #123-#141
*R.5:  odd #9-#61, odd #65-#69, odd #73-#77
*R.6:  odd #1-#115
*R.7:  odd #1-#53, all of #57-#64
*Chapter R Review Exercises: #15, #16, all of #23-#47, all of #50-#65, 
all of #72-#78

*1.1:  all of #1-#37, odd #39-#51, odd #57-#65, #69, all of #71-#75, odd #79-#105
*1.2:  odd #1-#9, odd #15-#77
*1.3:  odd #5-#39, #49, #51, #53, odd #55-#71
*1.4:  odd #1-#73
*1.5:  odd #1-#23, #24, #25, #26. #28, #31, #33, #65, #67, #69, #71, #73
*1.6:  odd #1-#15, all of #17-#31, all of #47-#52, odd #61-#67
*1.7:  all of #49-#56, all of #60-#64, #66, #67, #69, #70, #74, #76, all of #80-#83, all of #97-#99,
#103, #113, #115, all of #119-#22, #126, #129, #131, #135, #137
*Chapter 1 Review: all of #7-#11, all of #12-#32, #33, all of #36-#39, all of #41-#51, all of
#61-#65, all of #68- #71, #88, #89, #91, #94, #95, #96

*2.1:  odd #1-#39, all of #41-#46, all of #49-#54, odd #63-#103, #109, all of #115-#120
*2.2:  odd  #1-#83, #89, #93, 
*2.3:  odd  #1-#91, odd #97-#121, odd #135-#141
*2.4:  odd #1-#37
*2.5:  odd #1-#107
*2.6:  odd #1-#51
*Chapter 2 Review Exercises:  all of #1-#29, all of #36-#68, #73, #74

*3.3:  please refer to H.O., if time permits, then try: odd #1- #47, all of #58-#60
*3.5:  all of #1-#4, odd #7-#19, #27, #29, odd #33-#43, #47, #49, #53, #57, #59, #65, #67, #69, #71
*Chapter 3 Review: #2, all of #5-#9, all of #25-#27, all of #67-#71, all of #86-#90

*4.1:  odd #1-#19, odd #25-#59, odd #67-#85
*4.2:  odd #1-#21, odd #25-#35, #39
*4.3:  odd #1-#81
*4.4:  odd #1-#75, all of #79-#88
*4.5:  all of #1-#22, all of #27-#58
*Chapter 4 Review: all #1-#22, all of #25-#28, #31, #34, all of #37-#78, #90

*5.1:  odd #1-#39
*5.2:  all of #1-#13, #17
*Chapter 5 Review: all of #13-#18, all of #22-#24, #27, #29, all of #31-#38
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